Here are our projects for the best “omotenashi ”
I am an owner of a restaurant called Yasuyoshi in
Yuzawa-machi of Niigata prefecture, Japan.
I have prepared some proposals from the snowy country
to you all! I will appreciate if you take a brief look.
One of them is ‘proposal of a diner’s menus’ and the second
one is a ‘proposal of parties (enkai)’.

a)

We have menus in English, Chinese, Korean and Taiwanese.

b)

Our website （http：
：//www.yasuyoshi.net）
）also are
translated into five languages.
We created finger pointing communication methods for four
languages in case you have trouble.
We have Wi-Fi available in the restaurant.
It is only in English, but you can now use service at the
biggest restaurant search site –GuruNavi, where an operator
will take your requests and make reservations with us.

c)
d)
e)

ｆ）You can also see our translated menus on GuruNavi. http：//www.gnavi.co.jp/
//
The our number one set meal

Style of Japanese cooking ！
Course A

Course A

“Seafood

Hors d'oeuvres

Japanese-style Hors d'oeuvres
¥2,000～¥3,000

Yosenabe “ 2servings ¥3,000
Course B

Tempura & Sasimi “Ran” ¥1,945

Cuisines and Echigo mochi pork “Syabu-syabu”
¥3,000～¥5,000
CourseE
Kaiseki course Cuisines

Kosihikari rice
cook for one
person kettle.

！
Style of Japanese cooking！
Echigo mochi pork “Syabu-syabu”
Syokado lunch “Kanetugu”
～¥2,100
1servings ¥1,700
¥1,400～
※ Tax is not included

I always think that it would be much more fun if I can
speak foreign languages when I go on a trip.
We may not be able to offer ‘impeccable omotenashi
(hosting)’ but we will host you with our best efforts.

Course C

Cuisines and Echigo mochi pork ”Nabe“
“
￥3,000～￥5,000

Cource D

Cuisines and ”Seafood
¥3,000～¥5,000

Course E

Kaiseki course Cuisines
¥4,000～¥８,000

Yosenabe“
“

※Each course, egg custard, sushi tempura is attached.
※The price is person per amount all. Tax is not included.

〒９４９－６１０１
328-1 Yuzawa Yuzawa-machi of Niigata prf,Japan
■Tel 025-784-2244
■Fax025-784-2969
■E-mail info@yasuyoshi.net
■Hours/ 11;00～14:30 17:00～22；00（LO21：00）
■Regular holiday is undefined ■Parking/20（Bus OK）

